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SUMMARY
The inner speech is thoroughly studied in humans, and it represents an interdisci-
plinary research issue involving psychology, neuroscience, and pedagogy. A few
papers only, mostly theoretical, analyze the role of inner speech in robots. The
present study investigates the potential of the robot’s inner speech while coop-
erating with human partners. A cognitive architecture is designed and integrated
with standard robot routines into a complex framework. Two threads of interac-
tion are discussed by setting the robot operations with andwithout inner speech.
Thanks to the robotic self-dialog, the partner can easily trace the robot’s pro-
cesses. Moreover, the robot can better solve conflicts leading to successful
goal achievements. The results show that functional and transparency require-
ments, according to the international standards ISO/TS:2016 and COMEST/
Unesco for collaborative robots, are better met when inner speech accompanies
human-robot interaction. The inner speech could be applied in many robotics con-
texts, such as learning, regulation, and attention.
INTRODUCTION
Inner speech, the form of self-dialog in which a person is engaged when talking to herself/himself, is the
psychological tool (Vygotsky, 1962; Beazley et al., 2001) in support of human’s high-level cognition, such
as planning, focusing, and reasoning (Alderson-Day and Fernyhough, 2015). According to Morin (Morin,
2009, 2011, 2012), it is crucially linked to consciousness and self-consciousness.
There are many triggers of inner speech, as emotional situations, objects, internal status. Depending on the
trigger, different kinds of inner speech may emerge.
Evaluative andmoral inner speech (Gade and Paelecke, 2019; Tappan, 2005) are two forms of inner dialog trig-
geredby a situationwhere a decision has to bemadeor an actionhas tobe taken. The evaluative case concerns
the analysis of risks and benefits of a decision or the feasibility of an action. Moral inner speech is related to the
resolution of a moral dilemma, and it arises when someone has to evaluate the morality of a decision. In that
case, the evaluation of the risks and benefits is also influenced by moral and ethical considerations.
According to Gade and Paelecke (2019), when a person is engaged in an evaluative or moral conversation
with the self during task execution, the performances and results typically change and often they improve.
The ability to self-talk for artificial agents has been investigated in the literature in a limited way. To the au-
thors’ knowledge, so far, no study has analyzed how such a skill influences the robot’s performances and its
interaction with humans.
In a cooperative scenario involving humans and robots, inner speech affects the quality of interaction and
goal achievement. For example, when the robot engages itself in an evaluative soliloquy, it covertly ex-
plains its underlying decisional processes. Thus, the robot becomes more transparent, as the human
gets to know themotivations and the decisions of robot behavior. When the robot verbally describes a con-
flict situation and the possible strategy to solve it, then the human has the opportunity to hear the robot’s
dialog and how it will get out of the stalemate.
Moreover, the cooperative tasks become more robust because, thanks to inner speech, the robot sequen-
tially evaluates alternative solutions that can be pondered in cooperation with the human partner.
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The gestures and natural language interaction that are the traditional means of human-robot interaction
thus acquire a new gift: now the human can hear the robot’s thoughts and can know ‘‘what the robot wants.’’
The present paper discusses how inner speech is deployed in a real robot and how that capability affects
human-robot interaction and robot’s performances while the robot cooperates with the human to accom-
plish tasks.
The existing international standards for collaborative robots (ISO_TS_15066, 2016; COMEST/Unesco, 2017)
define the functional and transparency requirements the robot has to meet in collaborative scenarios. The
paper will analyze the levels of satisfaction of the standards during cooperation, thus highlighting the dif-
ferences between the cases in which the robot talks and does not talk to itself.
Specifically, the paper concerns two main goals: (i) the implementation of a cognitive architecture for inner
speech and the integration with typical robotic systems’ routines to deploy it on a real robot; (ii) the testing
of the resulting framework in a cooperative scenario by measuring indicators related to the satisfaction of
the functional and transparency requirements.
A model of inner speech based on short of Adaptative Control of Thought-Rational (ACT-R) is defined to
achieve these goals. ACT-R (Anderson et al, 1997, 2004) is a software framework that allows to model hu-
mans cognitive processes, and it is widely adopted in the cognitive science community. The described in-
ner speech model is based on a proposal by the same authors described in Chella et al. (2020).
To enable inner speech in a real robot, ACT-R was integrated with short of Robot Operating System (ROS)
(Quigley et al., 2009), a system for robot control representing the state of the art of robotics software, along
with standard routines for text-to-speech (TTS) and speech-to-text (STT) processing.
The resulting framework was then deployed on the SoftBank Robotics Pepper robot to benchmark testing
and validation in a human-robot cooperative scenario.
The considered scenario concerns the collaboration of the robot and the partner to set a lunch table. In
this scenario, evaluative and moral forms of inner speech may emerge. The robot has to face the eti-
quette’s requirements: it has to evaluate and keep decisions based on the table set’s social rules. For
example, a specific position of cutlery in the table could be not easy to reach or the arm of the robot
may be overheated. Then, the robot has to decide how to act correctly (by contravening the etiquette
to simplify the action execution or by computing a different execution plan to avoid damage).
Suppose the partner asks the robot to place the cutlery in an incorrect position according to the
etiquette. In that case, the robot has to decide if to abide by the user’s instruction or consider the
etiquette. In cases like these, the robot faces a little dilemma, and the inner speech could help it to solve
the conflict.
The experiments highlight the differences in the robot’s performances and meet requirements when the
robot talks or does not talk to itself. The obtained results show improvements in the quality of interaction,
with cost in terms of the time spent for achieving the goal, because the robot enriches the interaction by
further inner dialog.
The proposed work outlines research challenges because inner speech in humans is linked to self-con-
sciousness and it enables high-level cognition (Morin, 1995, 2009). Moreover, it is considered at the basis
of the internalization process (Vygotsky, 1962) according to which infants learn how to solve tasks when a
caregiver explains the solution. Again, it plays a fundamental role in task switching (Emerson and Miyake,
2003), as disrupting inner speech via articulatory suppression dramatically increases switch costs.
This paper contributes to the possibility of investigating these contexts to open research perspectives and
challenges and highlight the research’s interdisciplinary character: a framework enabling inner speech on a
robot is an essential step toward a robot model of self-consciousness and high-level cognition. It can also
model the learning capabilities of complex tasks in a robot by the internalization process and of task switch-
ing in robot systems.
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The study was carried out at the Robotics Lab of the University of Palermo and involved the Pepper robot
and a single participant. The goal was to compare ‘‘functional’’ and ‘‘moral’’ parameters of the interaction
with and without inner speech in a real cooperative context.
The etiquette schema to which referred to in the experimental session is the ‘‘informal schema’’, which re-
quires few utensils and simplifies the constraints to follow. That schema is shown in Figure 1. Despite its
simplicity, the schema concerns the most critical part in a table setting task and includes a broader collab-
orative table setting scenario.
In the experimental setting, the robot and the human are placed in front of the table to set. To the right of
the robot, another small table contains the utensils to place. The robot has to pick them for setting themain
table according to the partner’s indications. To facilitate the manipulation of the Pepper robot, sponges
model utensils and the plastic cutleries are glued on them. Figure 2 shows a typical interactive trial between
the robot and the human partner.
The whole experimental session consists of two main blocks that are block 1 and block 2, each block
composed of 30 trials, for a total of 60 trials. The difference between the blocks regards the presence (block
1) or the absence (block 2) of the robot’s inner speech: during the trials of the first block, the robot is
enabled to self-talk. In the second block, the robot does not talk to itself.
Toeachblock, 20 trials generate conflictual situations for a total of 40 conflictual trials: in thesecases, thehuman
requires to place a utensil which is already on the table, or he specifies a relative position on the table which
contravenes the etiquette, or yet a component of the robot does not correctly work leading to a stalemate.
The distinction of two blocks allows observing how inner speech affects the interaction, in terms of perfor-
mances and conflict resolution.
The trial
A trial consists of an interactive session between the robot and the participant. It starts when the human
asks the robot to place a utensil on the table, and it successfully ends when the robot accomplishes the
task, otherwise it fails.
Figure 1. Informal etiquette schema
The cooperative scenario is to set a table. The figure shows the etiquette schema for an informal table setting. It defines
the etiquette rules that have to be followed by the robot and the partner in the experimental session. The position of each
utensil in the schema is relative. The objects have to stay on the table concerning the others (the napkin on the plate, the
fork at the left of the plate, and so on). The schema is purposely encoded in the robot’s knowledge.
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The human’s request is the trigger of the trial. An ‘‘initial context’’ corresponds to each trial, which includes
the ‘‘table configuration’’ (i.e., the set of utensils already on the table at the beginning of the trial), and the
‘‘state’’ of the robot. An example of initial table configuration is shown in Figure 3. A robot’s state may indi-
cate a possible malfunctioning of some robot’s components, which would affect the outcome of the trial.
The initial context allows simulating situations of conflict in the trial. Conflicts could be related to the
‘‘etiquette infringement’’ (i.e., the partner asks to place an object in an incorrect position according to
the etiquette), ‘‘discrepancy’’ (i.e., the partner asks to pick an object already on the table), and ‘‘malfunc-
tioning’’ (i.e., a robot’s component is not properly working). The initial context defined for the experiments
is detailed at Tables S1 and S2, representing, respectively, the initial state of the table and the state of the
robot. The robot knows the initial context at the start of each trial.
Functional requirements
The requirements for any human-robot interaction task depend on its ‘‘safety’’ and its ‘‘functionality’’
(Webster et al., 2016). The ‘‘safety’’ requirements are drawn from the standard ISO_TS_15066 (2016) for
collaborative robots, and they concern the definition of working conditions ensuring no risk and harm
for the human partner. In the proposed scenario, such requirements are satisfied and under control at
any time because the robot does not physically make contact and never touches the human partner, as
it has to execute the vocal commands from a fixed initial position. Moreover, in the handover cases, the
robot never comes close the partner, but it stops itself and waits for the partner to take the utensil. The
robot will move its arms, which in the maximum extension do not reach the position of the human. So, it
is highly unlikely that the robot will cause harm to the partner, as they work together away.
The ‘‘functional’’ requirements consider some parameters whichmeasure the robot functionality in terms of
success and morality, and they depend on the specific context of interaction. For example, the robot has to
achieve a success rate threshold in executing the task for avoiding unacceptable costs or for motivating the
automation of a specific action.
In the context under investigation, the main functional requirements are drawn from ISO_TS_15066 (2016)
and COMEST/Unesco (2017) standards and are measured by the ‘‘robustness indicator (RI)’’ of the interac-
tion, the ‘‘time’’ spent for accomplishing the task and for solving a conflict, and the ‘‘transparency’’ issue.
Figure 2. The collaborative trial
Pepper and the participant are in front, and the table to set is between them. Some utensils are set in the table for
modeling constraints. A little table is to the right of the robot. It contains the utensils to further place on the table. For
facilitating manipulation, the utensils are attached to sponges. See also Table S3
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Two different kinds of interaction are analyzed, which are the interaction with robot inner speech and the
interaction without robot inner speech. The functional measures of each kind of interaction are then
compared for highlighting the role of inner speech.
The robustness parameter
The robustness of interaction RI measures how many trials in the interactive session end successfully, i.e.,
howmany times the robot accomplishes the task of the trigger (i.e., it starts the execution of the routines to
take the specific action) without infringing the rules. If, for some reason, the robot does not carry out the
task (i.e., it does not start the required routines) or it infringes the rules, then the trial fails. Formally, RI is
the mean value of the successfully ended trials on the total number of trials in a specific block. If Ts is





The more times the trials end successfully in a block, the more robust the block is.
The time parameter
The time parameter is computed by referring to two functional requirements from the ISO_TS_15066 (2016)
standard, which are as follows:
Requirement 1: The robot always reaches a decision within a threshold time.
Requirement 2: The robot shall always either decide to take the action or decide not to take the action
within a threshold time.
According to these requirements, two different time intervals are defined in a single trial: the ‘‘decisional
time’’ td , which measures the time the robot spends to solve a conflict, i.e., the time the robot and the part-
ner go out from a stalemate, and the ‘‘execution time’’ te, which measures the time the robot spends to
launch the execution of the corresponding routines.
So, begin t0i the time the trial starts, tci the time a conflict starts, tsi the time a conflict is solved, and tri
the time the robot runs the routines for executing an action; the intervals for the ith trial will be as follows:
Figure 3. An initial context of the table
An example of the initial context for the table, representing the configuration of the table at the start of a trial. The table is
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tdi = tci  tsi ; tei = tri  t0i
measured in ms.
These times are automatically computed by integrating a state machine in the framework code. The ma-
chine allows us to capture a set of events and uses the functions to detect the value of the system’s clock.
In particular, t0i is timed when the human’s voice is detected by the speech to text routine (whichmeans that
the trial starts), while tri is detected at the calls of the action execution routines. Instead, times tci and tsi are
detected directly from the rules of the inner speech model: if a rule related to a conflict fires, then the state
machine detects the conflict event, and the timing function returns tci . In the same way, if the state machine
detects that the conflict ends (i.e., the next rule that fires is not related to a conflict), then tsi is timed.
To analyze the global spent times, the mean values over the whole trials are computed. In particular, giving










The transparency parameter means the possibility to trace the underlying decision processes of the robot,
as claimed by the requirement drawn from the COMEST/Unesco (2017) standard:
Requirement 3: The robot decision path must be traceable and reproducible.
For this purpose, just the Boolean value tr is reported by the partner as TRUE or FALSE and establishes if
the trial was transparent or not, i.e., the partner believes that the robot behavior can be reproduced.
With and without inner speech: The threads
A single ‘‘thread’’ of interaction includes two versions of the same trial, which are the aforementioned
blocks: the block 1 with robot inner speech and the block 2 without inner speech. To see the differences
of the interactions with and without inner speech, please refer to Video S1.
When the robot talks to itself, the modules of the inner speech architecture become active. Figure 4 shows
the whole framework that enables inner speech. The ACT-R component implements the inner speech
model, as detailed in the transparent methods section of the Supplemental Information. ACT-R works
by a set of modules, each of them running a set of ‘‘production rules’’ enabling robot’s behavior, as speech
audicon and production, and information retrieval. To analyze such behaviors, main tables will help to high-
light the ‘‘active modules’’, the ‘‘production rules’’ of the model, and the ‘‘produced sentences’’ involved in
the trial. For details about the functioning of the proposed framework, see Figures S1 and S2 in the Sup-
plemental Information and the transparent methods section.
When the robot does not talk to itself, just the robot’s routines for accomplishing the required action are
active, and no modules of the architecture of inner speech work.
For each thread, the functional and moral parameters were measured allowing the comparison of the two
different robot’s operations. The following sample of three threads allows highlighting how the measures
were computed in the two kinds of blocks.
For the purposes of the study, the robot accomplishes the task when it runs all the routines executing the
required action. If for some reason, the robot concretely does not achieve the goal (for example, the
gripper does not keep the object or the handover process is not completed), then the related problems
do not concern inner speech and do not influence observations. The correctness of the executed routines
allows us anyway to evaluate the parameters of the task.
Thread 1
The objective of this thread is to show the robot’s behavior when it has to take a simple action required by
the partner. There is no conflict.
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The description of the thread corresponds to the following trial:
# Trial: 1.
Initial context: I1.
Trigger:Give me the napkin.
Conflict: No conflict.
Block 1
The robot infers the action required by the partner using inner speech. The trigger of the trial is the part-
ner’s request ‘‘Give me the napkin’’.
At the beginning of the interaction, the module devoted to audio processing (the Audicon) detects two
keywords specifying the action ‘‘give’’ and the utensil ‘‘napkin’’, respectively. Then, the model disambigu-
ates the words by retrieving their meaning from the declarative memory and evaluates the feasibility of the
action. In the declarative knowledge, the first evaluative consideration emerges: ‘‘I have to pick the napkin’’
and the robot infers that to give the object to the partner, the same object has to be picked from the basket.
Figure 4. The whole framework for robot’s inner speech
The proposed framework for robot inner speech integrating the inner speech cognitive architecture into the typical
robot’s routines. The motor-perception layer includes the routines for interacting with the environment. In that layer, the
motor component includes the ROS routines that enable robot’s movements and TTS routines (text-to-speech) that
enables the robot to produce vocal sound from text. The perception component includes the SST routines (speech-to-
text) that encode the perceived vocal sound by the partner and the Audicon that perceives the inner sound. The SST and
the Audicon represent the external and the inner ear respectively. The memory layer represents the core of the whole
system. It includes and runs the inner speech cognitive architecture, implemented in the ACT-R component. A
middleware controls and manages the whole processes, interfacing the different components between them. The ACT-R
server is a bridge between the ACT-R framework and the other robot’s components. It stores the data and the information
the different components have to exchange for running correctly. See also Figures S1–S3.
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Once the robot infers the action to take, the cognitive cycle related to the inner dialog starts. The iteration
involves the Audicon for hearing the inner voice, the declarative memory to retrieve the next turn, and the
speech module to produce the new turn. The cycle is repeated until the production rules do not execute
further speak commands.
Summarily, at the end of the initial iteration, the robot asks itself where the napkin to pick is and then it re-
trieves such information from the declarative memory.
During the action execution, the robot explains to the partner what it is doing (the last row in the Table 1
reports the first turns of the explanation) by a set of sentences retrieved by further cycles.
The interaction successfully ends. The robot must not resolve any conflicts and it does not keep decisions.
Moreover, it makes the processes transparent by explaining them, and the parameters are as follows:
1. Ts = Ts + 1
2. tdi = 0ms, tei = 29,10
3 ms
3. tr = TRUE
Block 2
In this case, the robot detects the partner’s vocal command. It parses the partner’s sentence and infers the
routines which allow performing the request. The robot moves its right arm intending to pick the napkin
from the start position. The interaction ends with trial success. The partner has no particular expectations
regarding the underlying robot’s decision processes, and the transparent requirement is satisfied anyway.
The parameters are as follows:
1. Ts = Ts + 1
2. tdi = 0ms, tei = 5,10
3 ms
Table 1. An iteration of the phonological cycle
Agent Interaction content Module Event Production rules Action
Robot
Robot
‘‘Where is the napkin?’’ Audicon internal sound
sound =
‘‘Where is the napkin?’’
hear-inner detect label =





‘‘Where is the napkin?’’
answer-whereq retrieve_turn
new_turn =
‘‘I did not pick it before.





‘‘I did not pick it before.






‘‘I’m trying to pick the napkin .’’
Robot
Robot





‘‘I’m using right arm’’
Robot
User
‘‘I’m using the right arm .’’ Speech buffer request
cmd speak
string new_turn
execute-act rosrun execute nap21
See also Figure S4 and Video S1. Once the robot infers the action to take, it talks about the feasibility of that action. In this case, it asks itself where the object is
located. If the napkin is already on the table, the robot will not pick it. The listed production rules show that the robot retrieves the knowledge related to the
napkin’s position, and hence, it infers that it did not pick that object before. Once it re-hears itself about this fact, it tries to pick the napkin by using and controlling
its arm. The ROS routines run for that purpose, and the inner speech explains what is happening.
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3. tr = TRUE
The presented thread of interaction shows that in simple cases like this one, the inner speechmodel has just
the benefit of allowing the partner to hear the processes description by the robot, even if such an issue is
not relevant for tracing the task itself, with the higher cost over time.
Thread 2
The goal of this thread is the generation of a dilemma and the analysis on how the robot manages it. In this
case, the partner asks the robot to put an object in a position that contravenes the etiquette. In particular,
the partner requests to place the napkin on the fork, while the napkin has to stay on the plate, according to
the etiquette schema. The reader could refer to Video S2 that shows how inner speech helps the robot to
solve that conflict.
The description of the thread corresponds to the following trial:
# Trial: 16.
Initial context: I1.
Trigger:Place the napkin on the fork.
Conflict: Contravene etiquette.
Table 2. Detecting conflict by inner speech
Agent Interaction content Module Event Production rules Action
User
Robot
‘‘Place the napkin on the fork’’ Audicon external sounds
sound 1 = ‘‘place’’
sound 2 = ‘‘napkin’’
sound 3 = ‘‘on’’






label 1 = ‘‘place’’
label 2 = ‘‘napkin’’
label 3 = ‘‘on’’
label 4 = ‘‘fork’’
Robot – Declarative buffer request
label 1 = ‘‘place’’
label 2 = ‘‘napkin’’
label 3 = ‘‘on’’
label 4 = ‘‘fork’’
buffer request
label 1 =‘‘place’’
label 2 = ‘‘napkin’’


































Further inner turns .
Robot
Robot
‘‘The position contravenes the









In this experimental thread, the partner asks the robot to put the napkin in a specific location on the table. In this example, the required position is on the fork. As
in the previous thread, the robot encodes the command for inferring the action to take. The command is more verbose, andmore complex rules match. Once the
robot encodes the action, it talks to itself and infers that the required final position on the table contravenes the etiquette schema. The inner speech and further
interaction with the human will aim to solve that little dilemma.
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The difference with the first thread is that the partner’s request involves a location. For this reason, the eval-
uative turns are more complex than the previous case. Once the Audicon detects the sound for the four
relevant keywords, the framework retrieves the meaning for the verb, the object, and the location, i.e.,
the adverbial + object combo (‘‘on fork’’). The first row of Table 2 lists the corresponding procedures.
Once the robot understands the partner’s command, it infers that it does not match the etiquette rules (i.e.,
a chunk of the form ‘‘The napkin has to stay on the fork’’ does not exist in the declarativememory), and then,
the first inner speech turn concerns a perplexity (the last row of Table 2).
A set of turns on the dilemma are thus generated, shown in Table 3. The activated production rules enable
the robot to ask the user if it is important for her/his to perform the action, even if it contravenes the
etiquette. Because the partner answers with a categorical ‘‘Yes, I do’’, then the robot solves the dilemma
by increasing the benefit value of such an action. The robot tries to execute the action anyway.
It is to be remarked that different production rules could have fired during the previous threads. For
example, a different partner’s answer or a different computation of the base-level activation value would
have activated different production rules, generating a different inner speech. The task successfully
ends because the robot solves the conflict by involving the partner in taking a decision. The partner can
hear each step of the plan followed by the robot, and the transparency issue emerges. The parameters
of the trial are the following:
1. Ts = Ts + 1
2. tdi = 56,10
3 ms, tei = 67,10
3 ms
Table 3. Moral dilemma solving.




the etiquette! It has to


















































The robot knows that to put the napkin on the fork contravenes etiquette. The fired production rule models the behavior to solve that dilemma. In this case, the
robot asks the partner for confirmation about the correctness of the required action. The robot attends to the human’s answer, and it will act opportunely depend-
ing on that answer. Negative and positive answers are the plausible sounds detectable by the robot.
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3. tr = TRUE
Block 2
The robot detects the conflict by the mismatch between the requested final position and the position ex-
pressed by the etiquette. No further reasoning emerges. By default, the robot does not act or it performs
the action contravening the rule. Anyway, the trial fails. The parameters are as follows:
1. Ts = Ts + 0
2. tdi = 0ms, tei = 13,10
3 ms
3. tr = FALSE
Thread 3
This thread shows a discrepancy conflict. The partner requires to pick an object already on the table.





Table 4. Expressing perplexity for the partner’s inattention.
Agent Interaction content Module Event Production rules Action
Robot
Robot
‘‘The object is already
on the table’’
Audicon inner sound =
‘‘The object is already on the table’’
hear-inner detect turn =
‘‘The object is already
on the table’’
Robot – Declarative buffer request
new_turn_for =
‘‘The object is already on the table’’
inner-moralq retrieve_turn
new_turn =








– Declarative buffer request
new_turn_for =





‘‘Sorry, I know the object is




‘‘Sorry, I know the object is
already on the table.



















See also Figure S5 and Video S2. The human requires to pick an object that is already on the table, that is, ‘‘Pick the fork!’’. Once the robot encodes the action, it
infers that the object cannot be picked. Further inner moral questions emerge that express perplexity. The table shows these inner dialog processes. The robot
asks itself if its knowledge is incomplete or if the human is wronging. At the end of the reasoning, the robot decides to deal with the partner, solving the situation.
See also Figures S3–S5, Video S2.
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The robot infers by inner speech that the required utensil is already on the table. At the end of the initial
evaluative inner speech, the next turn involves a form of moral inner speech. The robot expresses its trouble
to the partner and its displeasure about the lack of his attention. How the moral turns emerge is shown in
Table 4. By talking to itself and the partner, the robot can solve the conflict in a way the partner needs.
Moreover, the partner follows the robot reasoning, and the parameters are as follows:
1. Ts = Ts + 1
2. tdi = 46,10
3 ms, tei = 58,10
3 ms
3. tr = TRUE
Block 2
Once the robot infers to retrieve a utensil already on the table, its typical behavior is to stop routines, while
vocalizing a message that describes the impossibility to take that action and why. No further reasoning and
interaction emerge. As a consequence, the trial fails. The partner knows just the motivations related to the
failure, and she/he does not evaluate the processes transparent. The parameters are as follows:
1. Ts = Ts + 0
2. tdi = 0ms, tei = 5,10
3 ms
3. tr = FALSE
Comparison
Table 5 shows the model’s parameters over the 60 trials, divided into the two blocks. For each block, the
table reports the parameter values.
The block related to the robot operation with inner speech (block 1) shows better values in terms of the
number of successful trials Ts and the consequent percentage rate RI representing the mean value of suc-
cess on the total trials (0.867 of block 1 against 0.6 of block 2). The inner dialog allows solving stalemate in
many cases because it enables further reasoning and interaction with the partner. Moreover, by further
interaction, the robot is able to meet the partner’s needs, thus increasing her/his satisfaction. When the
inner dialog does not start, then the default robot’s behavior does not allow the ending of task. In this
case, the robot stops the execution or it alerts the partner by log messages that do not imply reasoning
or interaction. The messages are just passively reproduced and the task cannot go on.
The times spent td and te are themean values of the time parameters tdi and tei computed on the total num-
ber of trials in each block (i.e.N = 30). The robot spends less time when operating without inner speech. It is
Table 5. Results comparison
Block N Ts RI td te trðTRUEÞ
1 30 26 0.867 47,103 ms 59,103 ms 28
2 30 18 0.6 0.7,103 ms 4,103 ms 12
Comparison between results from block 1 (the robot operates with inner speech during trials) and block 2 (the robot operates
without inner speech during trials). Each block consists of 30 trials (theN value) for a total of 60 trials. Among them, the num-
ber of successful trials is Ts. When the robot operates with inner speech, it completesmore trials than the case in which it does
not talk to itself (26 successful trials in block 1, against 18 in block 2). The mean value of Ts on the total numberN of trials per
block is the robustness of interaction parameter RI, and it measures the functional requirements of success of the operation.
Times td and te are the mean values for each block of the spent times for solving a conflict and executing an action. The inner
speech increases times because the robot executesmore steps, and the interaction with the partner involves more turns. Any-
way, these times are not downtime. The trðTRUEÞ value counts howmany trials in each block were transparent and traceable.
Obviously, the inner speech makes the trials transparent and the count is higher when the robot talks to itself (28 transparent
trials in block 1 against 12 transparent trials in block 2).
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not surprising because the inner dialog requires more steps, which are the production of the turns. More-
over, the robot sometimes involves the partner in further interaction. The extra time the robot spends can
be considered a weak point of the proposed approach, but it is not downtime. In the meanwhile, the part-
ner assists with the robot’s soliloquy or answers the robot’s requests.
Finally, the transparency requirement is largely satisfied when the robot self-talks (28 transparent trials in
block 1 against 12 transparent trials in block 2), as it is obvious. The partner hears the robot and knows
what it wants. The cases in which the processes are considered traceable even if the robot does not talk
to itself are the situations for which the corresponding tasks are simple. In these cases, no particular expla-
nations are needed. When the tasks are complex, the transparency issue is crucial. The inner speech allows
explaining them and represents a robot’s fundamental skill.
DISCUSSION
Today, collaborative robots play a fundamental role in many contexts, ranging from industrial to domestic
domains. The definitions of standards about the requirements the robots have tomeet highlight the impor-
tance of the problem.
The results demonstrate the potential of robot’s inner speech when it cooperates with a human. A simple
cooperative task was analyzed to simulate a domestic context that needs some functional and moral
requirements.
The functionality concerns the efficiency of the robot in solving the cooperative task (ISO_TS_15066, 2016).
Themorality regards the ethical behavior arising when the robot could infringe some social rules during the
task execution. Also, it regards the transparency of the processes and the importance to make these pro-
cesses traceable and reproducible (Howard and Riek, 2015). In particular, the transparency requirement is
considered very important by the COMEST/Unesco (2017) standard.
By enabling a robot to talk to itself allows satisfying such requirements more times than the robot’s
standard operations. The robot’s self-dialog provides many advantages: it makes the robot’s underlying
decision processes more transparent, and it makes the robot more reliable for the partner. Moreover,
the interaction becomes more robust because further plans and strategies may emerge by following ro-
bot’s inner speech. The robot and the partner can dialog about the situation or a conflict, and they can
go out from a stalemate together.
During cooperation, several problems could cause the failure of the task. For example, the impossibility to
take a specific action because the object to take is unreachable or the required movement is not feasible by
the robot or again a robot’s component is not working properly.
In the typical interactive session without inner speech, the robot runs the standard routines and eventually
reports standard log messages. Instead, in the interactive session with inner speech, many new opportu-
nities to face the problems can emerge. It is possible to analyze the problem and to attempt to solve it
by transparently evaluating alternatives.
As shown during the threads, the partner is aware of what the robot is doing during the execution of the
actions. The human is not a passive spectator of the robot’s behavior because she/he can hear the expla-
nation of that behavior.
The robot inner speech thus plays the role of a sort of ‘‘explainable’’ log, in a way that is meaningful for the
user. The partner no longer needs to own technical knowledge to understand what happens in the robot’s
routines but can actively follow the robot’s performance.
The robot is no longer a black box, but it is possible to look at what happens inside it and why some de-
cisions are kept. Thus, inner speech makes the robot confidential for human.
Many other robotic contexts and functions could be investigated, thanks to such a capability. By inner
speech, the robot gains a way to access its knowledge and to know its state. As previously stated, this skill
is tightly linked to the self-consciousness.
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Other possible functions of inner speech may be useful for robotics. Aside from the investigated cooper-
ative scenario, inner speech may be usefully applied in robot learning or in robot regulating by overt
speech or in task switching, for example, by switching attention across multiple arithmetic problems. All
these aspects represent future works that can be analyzed by instilling inner speech capability in the robot.
The proposed framework gives a great contribution in this scenario.
Limitations of the study
The proposed framework for robot inner speech is a general one, and it may address many cases observed
in human inner speech. However, the current robot implementation takes into consideration a simplified
version of the framework.
The current grammatical structures considered in the implemented framework are limited to phrases
composed by the verb, the object, and the location of the object. Many complex grammatical structures
can be considered by adding different combinations of parts of speech. For the considered interactions,
the proposed structures are sufficient to cover a large set of user requests.
Another limitation concerns the robot perception. Even if robot perception may include image detection
and object recognition, to the purposes of the proposed framework, only the STT module is considered.
The STT transformation allows decoding word sound, and it is employed to detect the user’s vocal re-
quests. An effective robot vision system would greatly enhance the capabilities of the robot. For example,
inner speech may be triggered by a mirror image of the robot itself.
The current implementation of robot inner speech is based on a declarative knowledge that is fixed by the
software designer: i.e., no learning or discovery of new concepts occur. However, inner speech may be an
essential source of robot learning. For example, a robot, reasoning on some concepts by means of inner
speech, may discover and thus may learn a new concept as a new combination of existing concepts.
Resource availability
Lead contact
Further information and requests for code should be directed to and will be fulfilled by Arianna Pipitone
(arianna.pipitone@unipa.it).
Material availability
This study did not generate new unique materials.
Data and code availability
The code produced for this study is available at the GitHub repository https://github.com/Arianna-
Pipitone/robot-inner-speech. The repository also includes demonstrative videos of some trials.
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All methods can be found in the accompanying Transparent methods supplemental file.
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Hearing the inner voice of a robot
Arianna Pipitone and Antonio Chella
Supplemental Information
Figure S1. The ACT-R components for inner speech. Related to Figure 4. The Audicon detects the
external sound that is the vocal command of the partner. The buffer of the Audicon stores the chunk rep-
resentation of the audio until 2 seconds, and the procedural memory matches that chunk to the left-pole of
the rules. In this phase, the attention is focused on that turn. When a rule fires, the procedural memory exe-
cutes the corresponding right pole. The execution may update the old chunk or retrieve a other one from the
declarative memory, leading to the emergence of next turn. In any case, the resulted chunk of the execution
is produced by the Speech module and rehearsed by the Audicon, so ending a cognitive inner speech cycle.
Figure S2. The ACT-R model of inner speech. Related to Figure 4. The diamonds define conditions
to be evaluated, while squares represent actions. One or more production rules correspond to a square. In
fact more rules could be executed for achieving an action. The cognitive cycle representing the phonological
loop starts when the Audicon detects a sound. If the sound comes from an external source (the External
source diamond is true), it represents a partner’s request, and the Infer meaning square allows in-
ferring the semantic sense of such a request. Once the model understands the meaning of the request (the
verb diamond, the object diamond and the location diamond identify the corresponding pos tags
of the words), it produces the first turn of the inner dialogue (the Produce inner turn square), that
is back-propagated to the Audicon. In this case, the sound comes from an internal source, and the model
attempts to retrieve the answer to this inner turn (the Retrieve answer square). When almost a produc-
tion rule in the square executes the speak command, the model produces the answer corresponding to the
current turn. The answer becomes the new turn of the inner dialogue. The loop restarts for this new turn.
The loop will stop when the involved production rule in the Retrieve answer square does not execute
the speak command, and no further turn emerges.
Figure S3. The simulation-based testing technique for verifying and validating the inner speech model.
Related to Figure 4. Two simulators allowed monitoring the robot’s functioning and inner speech. The first
simulator was the ROS visualizer where the scenario was reproduced. It shows he Pepper’s avatar between
two blocks, representing the little table from which to pick the utensil, and the big table on which to place it.
A very little block represents the utensil to move. The robot is controlled by the inner speech model which
run in parallel in the ACT-R shell simulator, where sequences of active modules of the inner speech model
and the turns of the inner dialogue were printed by the model itself.
Figure S4. Scene from video of Thread 1. Related to Table 1. The robot explains its underlying processes
by inner speech.
Figure S5. Scene from video of Thread 3. Related to the Table 4. The conflict resolution related to
discrepancy situation by robot’s inner speech.
State Meaning
OK All components work properly
BattLow The battery is dead
RightKo A joint in the right arm does not work
LeftKo A joint in the left arm does not work
RightHot The right arm is overheated
LeftHot The left arm is overheated
Table S1. The possible states of the robot at the beginning of each trial. Related to Figure 4. Each state
can affect the unfolding of interaction. For example, if the right arm is overheated, and the robot has to use
that arm for accomplishing the task, it becomes aware of that situation by evaluative inner speech and then
alerts the partner about the impossibility to end the task successfully. Only these states are considered in the
experimental session.
ID State Table config
I1 OK plate, knife, fork
I2 OK plate, fork, glass
I3 RightHot plate, knife, spoon, glass
I4 RightKo plate
I5 LeftKo plate, knife, fork
I6 OK plate
I7 BattLow plate, fork
I8 LeftHot plate, knife, fork
Table S2. The trials’ initial context used in the experimental session. Related to Figure 3. Each initial
context has a unique identifier, which will be used for representing it when used as initial context in a
trial. The identifies are represented in the ID column. An identifier contains a progressive number, and it
is associated to the state and to the initial table configuration, that are the State and Table config columns
respectively. They represent for a trial the state of the robot and the utensils already on the table to set when
that context is initial for that trial.
# Trial Initialcontext Trigger Conflict
1 I1 Give me the napkin No Conflict
2 I1 Place the napkin at the left of the fork Contravene Etiquette
3 I7 Pick the knife Battery low
4 I6 Pick the knife and place it on the plate Contravene Etiquette
5 I3 Place the fork near the glass Contravene Etiquette
6 I4 Pick the fork Right arm does not work
... ... ... ...
30 I2 Pick the fork Discrepancy
Table S3. An excerpt of the 30 trials per block. Related to Table 5. For each trial, the initial context,
the trigger and the possible conflict are indicated. The initial context is represented by its unique identifier.
The trigger is the human’s verbal command which specifies the task to solve in the trial. Each sentence
is purposely encoded to be compliant with the grammar of the robot. Finally, the existence of a possible
conflict is indicated in the last column. The conflict can be generated by a compromised state of the robot,
by a human’s request which infringes the etiquette (the Contravene Etiquette value) or which regards an
utensil already on the table (the Discrepancy value).
Real Experiments Simulation
Number of test 20 70
RI 90% (18/29) 87.1% (61/70)
Runtime error 0.05% (1/20) 0.03% (2/70 )
Over time 0.1% (2/20) 0.03% (2/70)
Transparent test 100% 100%
Table S4. Validation of the model. Related to Figure 4. The table showing the final stage of the validation
phase of the model. The rows show the measured parameters (that are those from the Standards), and the
columns show the used techniques for validating the model. The model is validated when it runs in two
different modes of functioning, that are the simulation and the real-experiments, and the detected measures
have similar values in both functioning modes. When these values deviate between them too much, it means
that the model needs to be tuned. We changed the assets of the models until these values are similar.
Transparent Methods
Experimental setup details
The initial context. The initial context represents the state of the table and of the robot
at the start of each trial. For the experimental session, 8 initial contexts have been de-
fined. They largely cover all the possible initial contexts, because any possible context
may fall in one of them. Table S2 shows the 8 initial contexts, one for row. An initial
context has a unique identifier, which is indicated in the ID column, and the context
specification, that is the robot state and the initial table configuration. They are indi-
cated in the State and Table config columns. The initial context identifiers are used for
referring to the initial configurations of the trials.
The state of the robot is one of those represented at Table S1, where the specific
meaning for each state is described in the corresponding meaning column.
The defined trials. Table S3 contains an excerpt of the whole trials’ descriptions. The
description of a trial is the specification of both its initial context and the trigger. Once
the robot detects the trigger, the trail starts. The robot will act differently depending
on the fact that inner speech skill is enabled or not. For practical reasons, human-
to-robot verbal request are predefined and, in some cases, they purposely generate a
conflict. In same way, when a malfunctioning has to be detected, the state of the robot
is hand-encoded for simulating it. No robots were mistreated for these experiments.
During trial execution, the participant expected to answer to possible further queries
by robot, to listen the robot discourse, or that the required utensil is placed on the table.
Modeling robot’s inner speech
Theoretical background Over the last years, some studies and progress have
been made in modeling humans’ inner speech. In his book, Fernyhough (2016) has
built up an interesting overview of inner speech and its functions addressing a wide
array of research topics such as developmental, social psychology, neuroscience, sport,
and others. In the same line, Morin (2012) and Alderson-Day and Fernyhough (2015)
propose two of the most important and more comprehensive recent reviews about the
role of inner speech in many cognitive functions, and Gregory (2020) presents the most
recent results and experiments on human’s inner speech.
In this literature scene, there are some evidences about the importance of a form of
self-dialogue in artificial agents. Steels (2003) focused on the rehearsal of own verbal
productions. He demonstrated that the language re-entrance affects the grammar emer-
gence from a population of agents who converse with each other, and hear themselves
at the same time. Each agent is able to produce and to parse sentences by output and
input channels respectively. By the dialogue between them, they agree on the linguistic
grammar they shared. When each agent was provided by language re-entrance (e.g.,
its output channel was back-propagated to the input one), the emergent grammar was
more refined than the case in which that back-propagation was down.
Clowes and Morse (2005) analyzed back-propagation in a one-level neural net-
work, in which input and output neurons are associated to words. Input words specify
commands to execute, and output neurons correspond to the action to execute to ac-
complish the command. The back-propagation allowed to classify the correct action
more times than the case in which the input and output neurons are not linked.
In the same line, Mirolli and Parisi (2006) employed a simple neural network model
for language acquisition, in the perspective of the evolutionary emergence of human
language. They demonstrated that the use of language for oneself, i.e., as private or
inner speech, improves the individual’s classification of the words.
One of the most recent work (Oktar et al., 2020) defines the same kind of back-
propagation from output to input channels in chatbots, leading to similar improved
results.
All these cases evidence the importance of linguistic rehearsal for artificial artifacts.
However, they only offer partial explanations of the reported phenomena.
The improvement of the behaviours in the cited studies inspired the proposed work,
leading to the possibility to improve by inner speech the performances of a robot and
the quality of interaction when it cooperates with humans.
The authors already proposed and analyzed a logical model of robot inner speech
based on the event calculus (Chella and Pipitone, 2019), and then by defining a com-
plete cognitive architecture of inner speech (Chella et al., 2020) based on the Standard
Model of Mind (Laird et al., 2017).
In the first study, inner dialogue was modeled by axioms and symbols, and the se-
quence of the dialogue emerged by the natural deduction process (Gentzen, 1964). The
model is a proof-of-concept, and allowed to test a form of automatized inner speech,
highlighting its role in solving decisional problems. In that case, the robot and the
human are placed in front a table, on whose surface there were a set of differently col-
ored boxes arranged in casual positions. The human asked the robot where is a specific
box, by indicating its color. The calculus’ formulas of inner speech made the robot
able to answer to the human’s question, while verbally reasoning on the context. In the
meantime the human was able to listen the whole reasoning process
In the second study, the robot architecture for inner speech took inspiration from
the Baddley’s theory of human’s inner speech (Baddeley, 1992). Baddley claims that
inner speech is a rehearsal process by which people repeat information (as a phone
number, an address and so on), and temporarily keep them in mind. After a number
of repetitions and rehearsals, the data are permanently memorized. Baddley proposes
a cognitive model of that process. Temporarily data are maintained in a short-term
memory, which is a working memory composed of the central executive, a master
system supervising the rehearsal process of memorization, and two slave subsystems:
the visual-spatial sketchpad for visual data memorization, and the phonological loop
for phonological data memorization. This loop is responsible for the inner speech
ability. The phonological loop is in turn composed of the phonological store and the
articulator component. The phonological store is a kind of inner ear that keeps traces
of event sounds according to their temporal order. Instead, the articulator acts as a
kind of inner voice producing sounds. Such a loop enables the memorization of the
phonological data which remains in the short-term memory for a time longer than 2
seconds, and then it is switched to the long-term one.
Inspired from the Baddley’s theory, the proposed robot cognitive architecture of
inner speech implements the elaborate rehearsal (Craik and Lockhart, 1972). When
a sound is heard, related concepts can emerge from the knowledge of the agent, thus
allowing for inferential and reasoning processes. The rehearsal process does not con-
cern the repetition of heard sound only, but the recalling of new associations and new
inferences. It enables the robot to self-talk about the context and to keep decisions.
Design and implementation The cognitive architecture of inner speech is based
on the ACT-R framework (Anderson et al., 1997). The framework is formed by a set
of modules and buffers. A module represents specialized brain structures and solves
specific cognitive functions (as vision, speech, memory, and so on). A buffer is the
interface of a specific module and is linked to that module. It is a short term memory
that stores information related to the context. The content of all the buffers at a time is
the state of the model in such time.
There are two kinds of memory modules, representing declarative knowledge and
procedural knowledge.
The declarative knowledge is a set of facts, each fact represented by a chunk (i.e.,
a frame-like structure), while the procedural knowledge is a set of production rules
describing the procedures to follow for keeping a task. A production rule has two poles
(right and left): the right pole defines the condition patterns for matching chunks, while
the left pole defines the actions to take in case the condition matches, and hence the
rule fires.
ACT-R provides a further component, that is the pattern matcher. It manages the
matching, the selection and the execution of the production rules. The pattern matcher
matches the right pole of the production rules to the chunks into the buffers: if a chunk
matches to a production rule, then the rule is selected and its left pole is executed.
The execution updates the value of the chunk, or it retrieves other chunks from other
modules.
In particular, the cognitive architecture of inner speech involves two modules, which
are the Audicon and the Speech modules. The Audicon attends to sound events, while
the Speech module is responsible for the verbal production of sentences.
Figure S1 shows the schematic representation of the ACT-R cognitive architecture
of inner speech. The Audicon module attends to partner’s vocal command. It encodes
the perceived turn and keeps it in the buffer for 2 seconds, according to Baddley’s
theory. It is important to hightlight that the Audicon has the role of the Baddley’s
phonological store.
If the turn in the buffer of the Audicon matches to the right pole of a production
rule, then the attention focuses that turn, and the left pole of the rule shifts to the next
turn. The turn generally contains newly retrieved information from the declarative
memory. The execution by procedural memory may update the old chunk or retrieve
a new chunk. The Speech module produces this turn. At this step, the speech produc-
tion is simulated by a suitable ACT-R speak command. No audio is audible in the
environment.
The output of the Speech module is rehearsed by the Audicon: at this step, the old
cycle ends and a new cycle starts by repeating the procedures with the new turn.
The diagram in Figure S2 shows in details how the inner speech model operates.
A diamond represents the output of a condition (i.e, the result of matching between a
left-pole and a chunk), while the square represents the actions execution. Each square
corresponds to a single or a set of production rules in the cognitive architecture.
At the start of the looping cycle, the model checks the Audicon searching for new
items. If there is a new item, then the model checks the source location of the detected
sound. If the sound comes from an external location, then it corresponds to a partner’s
request. Otherwise, it is generated by an internal source and it corresponds to a turn of
inner speech.
When the sound comes from an external source, then the model infers the meaning
of the partner request (the infer meaning square) by a linguistics analysis of the
sentence, based on the analysis of the verb, the object, and the possible location.
The linguistic analysis is based on the evidence that the verb, the object, and the
location parts of speech typically follow this sequential order, as claimed by Blake
(1988). Moreover, in the current implementation of the model, the verb is transitive
only. The requests to the robot look like: “pick the book”, “give me the apple on the
table”, “close the door at the left”.
Once the model infers the user request, a first turn of evaluative inner speech
emerges, and the robot talks about what it has to do, as “I have to pick the book”,
“I have to give the human the apple on the table”.
The Audicon detects the produced sentence by the produce inner turn square.
The production rules in that block match the inner sentence(whose location is now in-
ternal) with the declarative knowledge to retrieve the answer to the current turn (the
retrieve answer square). The robot may ask itself if it sees the object to pick, or
where the object is, or if its state allows it to perform the desired action. Also, the robot
can talk to itself about the morality of the action (“I don’t want to tear the pages!”, “I
will not break the door!”), or about a conflict that the execution of the action can gen-
erate in the robot (“I can not reach the book”, “My grippers are too little for keeping
the book”).
An example of inner dialogue is reported below (H: user, R: robot):
H: Pick the book
R: I have to pick the book
R: My grippers are too little for keeping the book
R: I should to tell that I can not keep the book
R: I hope the human will have understanding for my fix!
R: Sorry human, but I can not pick the book!
When no further answers emerge, the model does not run the speak command, and the
inner dialogue ends.
The declarative knowledge of the model regards the words and the dialogue turns.
The definition of specific chunk-type models them. A chunk-type is the structure of
chunk in a frame-like representation. The frame is a list whose head is the name of the
chunk-type, followed by a set of slots. There are three kinds of basic chunk-types in the
model. The type for modeling words, for modeling inner speech related to a sentence
evaluation, and for modeling other inner dialogue turns (involving both evaluative and
moral inner speech turns).
A word is encoded by the linguistic word frame:
(chunk-type word syntax sense pos act)
which models the semantic sense of the word (the slot sense), its surface form (the
slot syntax) and its part-of-speech role (the slot pos), i.e. if it is a verb, a noun (gen-
erally, a noun identifies the object) or an adverb (which identifies a possible position).
Moreover, in the case the chunk represents a verb, the slot act identifies the action
to take corresponding to that verb. For example, for the verb give, the action will be
pick because just by picking an object it is possible to give it. For the other pos cases,














The chunk-type to model an inner evaluative sentence looks like:
(chunk-type inner-eval verb obj1 obj2 risk benefit symb)
which models an inner evaluation about the action execution, represented by the slots
verb and involving the objects obj1 and obj2. The evaluation is measured by





verb pick obj1 table obj2 null
risk 1 benefit 0
symb "It is not possible to pick a table!")
is a proposition that models the evaluation of the action “pick the table”, which has
only risks and no benefits.
Or again, in the case of etiquette requirements, the proposition:
(p11
ISA inner-eval
verb place obj1 napkin obj2 table
risk 0.8 benefit 0.2
symb "It contravenes the etiquette!")
models the conflict situation of infringing the etiquette rule.
To encode spoken commands by the partner, the chunk-type is:
(chunk-type comprehend-voo verb object adverb location)
The synthesized sounds related to the command are detected and then searched in the
declarative memory by chunks of that type. In this way, the sounds are encoded. For
example, if the user tells the robot to close the door by the sentence “Close the door!”,
the detected sounds will be encoded by the set of words {“close”, “door”} and the robot
will search for the chunk (pX comprehend-voo verb close object door) for encod-
ing the words. Then it could search for the inner-eval chunk-type for retrieving
the corresponding risk and benefit values, or for other kinds of evaluations.
Finally, the chunk-type to model a inner turn looks like:
(chunk-type turns-link inner-turn-1 inner-turn-2)
which associates to the turn in the inner -turn-1 slot, another inner sentence in the
inner -turn-2 slot. Such a chunk-type models a step of the dialogue with a “start
consideration” and the related “answer”.
It is to be noticed that for the same sentence in the first slot, there could be different
possible turns. So, there will be different chunks with the same inner-turn-1 slot,
but having different inner-turn-2 slot. Moreover, sentences in the second slot
could be in the first slot of other chunks. In this way, a chain of turns emerges, defining
a dialogue thread.
Examples of links between turns are:
(p78
turns-link link102
inner-turn-1 ‘‘It is not possible to pick a table!’’




inner-turn-1 ‘‘I will tell that such an action is a not sense’’




inner-turn-1 ‘‘I will tell that such an action is a not sense’’
inner-turn-2 ‘‘It’s a stupid action...’’)
The mechanism of the choice of the next turn depends on the base-level activation
mechanism of ACT-R which associates an activation value to each of the instantiated
chunk in the declarative memory, depending on previous use of the chunk. This value
decays during time, and more times a chunk is retrieved, more probability it has to be
further retrieved next time in the session. This value represents an estimation of the
need of the chunk in the current context.
Starting from this activation mechanism, when the model is reset and a new work-
ing session starts, then each chunk has the same probability to emerge. Once a chunk
is activated, then its activation level grows, and the same chunk becomes more active
than the others. When the chunks model the links between turns, then the activation
mechanism allows the selection of the same turn in correspondence to the same sen-
tence. Such a mechanism facilitates the repetition of the robot behavior in the same
dialogue thread, thus avoiding dialogue contradictions, and simulating that the robot
maintains the same “idea.”
To customize the proposed model on the analyzed scenario, it was necessary to add
specific new chunk-types and to define concepts of the domain. To model the inner
turns related to the etiquette, the new chunk-type is:
(chunk-type inner-etiquette-question pos obj1 obj2 symb)
which models the relative position of the utensils in the table according to the etiquette.
For example:
(p8 ISA inner-etiquette-question
pos left obj1 fork obj2 plate
symb "The fork has to stay at the left of the plate")
(p6 ISA inner-etiquette-question
pos under obj1 fork obj2 glass
symb "The fork has to stay under the glass")
model the etiquette rules about the position of the fork in the table (at the left of the
plate and under the glass).
Moreover, the knowledge about the current context has to be modeled. For this
purpose, it was necessary to add the chunk-type inner-where:
(chunk-type inner-where obj place)
which models the fact that the object obj is already on the table or not (the slot place
has ‘‘basket’’ or ‘‘table’’ value for modeling the current location of the ob-
ject).
The basic domain concepts in the presented scenarios are modeled by the word
chunk-type. Formally, being U the set of utensils, V the possible actions to take and
P the set of the relative positions, the set of chunks of type word for the analyzed
scenario is W = U ∪ V ∪ P , where:
• U = {fork, plate, spoon, knife, napkin, glass}
• V = {take, give, pick, place, move, grasp, rest}
• P = {up, left, right, top, over, down, under, on}
Some examples of words are:
(rest ISA word syntax "rest" sense rest pos verb act "rest")
(left1 ISA word syntax "left" sense left pos adv act null)
In the proposed examples, the initial configuration of the table is not empty: it is
partially set to enable the robot to keep decisions about a context with existing con-
straints.
The initial configuration of the table contains utensils which are all in correct posi-
tions, as shown in Figure 1. In the declarative memory, such a knowledge is modeled
by facts like these:
(p4 ISA inner-where obj napkin place basket)
(p5 ISA inner-where obj fork place table)
(p6 ISA inner-where obj knife place table)
Deploying the inner speech model in real robots The described computational
model cannot be immediately deployed on a real robot. It is necessary to integrate
it in a complete robot architecture. For this purpose, the work concerned with the
definition of a global framework enabling the robot to use the proposed ACT-R model,
and hence self-talking. Figure 4 shows the proposed framework for robot inner speech.
The Figure shows the Memory system layer and the perceptual motor layer, which is
subdivided into the Motor and Perception sublayers.
The Memory system stores and retrieves the content needed to support the pro-
cesses involved in inner speech. Such a content concerns the declarative knowledge
representing concepts and facts about the domain, and the procedural knowledge, re-
lated to the processes (or procedures) to follow to reach a goal. The knowledge related
to the context is temporary stored into a working memory, that manages the activation
of the procedures into the procedural component, and the information retrieval from
the declarative component.
The perceptual motor layer models the interaction with the external environment.
It includes all the needed components to perform actions and to perceive entities.
The module devoted to the listening of a sound is the Audicon module included into
the Perception block. In the Perception block, the SST module decodifies sentences,
i.e., it associates the symbolic forms to the audio sounds as shown previously. It is a
typical speech recognition process that associates a string representation to the audio
sound.
By considering that the robot’s native routines to decode speech from the external
environment are often limited (often they require to define a set of words to recognize,
so excluding words recognition for those who are not in the set), the STT module of the
framework uses the Google API library1. It allows to recognize a wide range of words,
adding interesting features, as noise suppression, and different language identification.
The subsystem that enables the robot to perform actions, as to pick and place an
object, is the Robot Operating System (ROS) (Quigley et al., 2009) module, a compo-
nent of the Motor block, together with the TTS component. ROS is a state of the art
framework for robot programming, which provides a set of libraries covering several
robot behaviors. In the proposed framework, ROS enables the robot to perform the ac-
tions the human requires. The robot’s movements for taking actions are implemented
by the MoveIt! ROS library (Görner et al., 2019), that is purposely designed for robot
action planning and for modeling manipulation actions.
The TTS module codifies sentences, or dialogue turns: the sentence codification
transforms labels, that are the symbolic forms of the words, to audible sound by vocal
synthesizers. The codified sentences may be from inner processes (the robot overtly
generates inner speech) or from external interactions (the robot answers to a query
or generates questions). The framework has two different TTS functionalities: for
abstracting to the specific robot model, it provides directly an output sound based on
the Python engine gTTS2, which stands for Google Text To Speech. In this case the
framework will use the hardware synthesizers of the machine on which it will be run.
An important task of the middleware component is the linguistic analysis of the
sentences from the STT. To identify the keywords of the external request, the com-
ponent pre-processes the utterances and then sends the results to the Audicon. The
linguistic pre-processing concerns:
1. Part-of-Speech (POS) annotation: each word is annotated by the tag identifying
its POS role in the sentence. It may be a verb, or a noun, or an article, and so on;
2. Stop-words deletion: not meaningful words as articles, prepositions, conjunc-
tions are removed;
3. Sentence tokenization: the sentence is subdivided in tokens, where each token is
a word.
Validating the model The model was verified and validated by using the ap-
proach for human-robot team described at Webster et al. (2016). The method consists
of corroborating different available validation techniques about the requirements of the
standards. In few words, the evidences of the requirements from an available validation
technique has to be confirmed by another one (i.e., the second technique corroborates
the first one). The available techniques are the simulation-based testing and real exper-
iments.
The simulation-based testing consists of simulating the execution of the model and
verifying the satisfaction of requirements. Two kinds of simulators were implemented.
1https://cloud.google.com/speech-to-text/docs/
2https://pypi.org/project/gTTS/
One for testing robot’s movements and routines execution, the other one for monitor-
ing robot’s inner speech. The first simulator was implemented by using ROS which
provides a visualizer for reproducing the scenario and the robot’s behavior. The Figure
S3 shows the simulated environment. Here it is possible to see the Pepper’s avatar to
pick objects from the small table and to put them in the big one. The second simulator
was the ACT-R shell that shows the model execution and the sentences of the inner di-
alogue. A testbench of vocal commands were defined, and one of them was randomly
drawn for each test. The inner speech model controlled the robot in the ROS simulator.
In this way, the model was tested by considering the result of the operation for a spe-
cific vocal command, in terms of inner dialogue and routines execution for achieving
the command.
The real experiments technique corroborated the simulation one if the robot’s be-
havior satisfies the same requirements. The real experiments in validation phase were
executed with robot’s inner speech.
According to this approach, when for some reason a requirement is not satisfied in
one of the available techniques, then the assets of the model were suitably tuned.
The model has been executed 70 times during the simulation-based testing, and 20
times during real experiments. Table S4 shows the test outcomes and the occurrence
rates of the individual requirement satisfactions for the investigated scenario, concern-
ing 20 real experiments and 70 simulations after tuning.
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